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1. INTRODUCTION 
Regular polytopes and their symmetries have been studied throughout 
the history of mathematics (see for example Coxeter [6]). Recently, the 
concept of classical polytopes has been extended in a purely combinatorial 
sense, resulting in the theory of incidence-polytopes (see Danzer and 
Schulte [ll], and also Griinbaum [12] and McMullen [15] for related 
concepts). 
In the classical theory, regular n-dimensional polytopes are usually 
constructed from their facets, the (n - 1)-dimensional regular polytopes. 
For preassigned facets this is only possible for some particular arrangement 
of facets around a common vertex forming a so-called vertex-figure which 
is also an (n - 1)-dimensional regular polytope. The construction of regular 
incidence-polytopes with preassigned cells and vertex-figures, that is, the 
amalgamation of regular incidence-polytopes, has been one of the central 
problems in the theory of incidence-polytopes. In general it seems rather 
difficult to decide whether or not for two given (n - 1)-dimensional 
incidence-polytopes an amalgamation exists (cf. Schulte [22]). Recently, 
there has been a great deal of interest in amalgamations of platonic solids 
or toroidal regular maps resulting in finite incidence-polytopes (cf. 
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Griinbaum [ 121, Coxeter and Shephard [lo], Schulte [21], Colbourn and 
Ivic Weiss [ 11, Ivic Weiss [13, 143). Some new and interesting results on 
amalgamations can be found in McMullen and Schulte [ 17, 18 J. 
In this paper we amalgamate certain regular maps with specified Petrie 
polygons to obtain several infinite families of finite 4-dimensional 
incidence-polytopes. 
2. REGULAR INCIDENCE-P• LYTOPES AND THEIR GROUPS 
An incidence-polytope 9’ of dimension n is a partially ordered set having 
a strictly monotone rank function, dim( ), with range { - 1, 0, . . . . n}, and 
satisfying the properties (1) to (4) below. The elements of 9 with rank i are 
called the i-faces of 9 (or faces of dimension i). The maximal chains of 9 
are called flags. 
(1) 9 has the smallest ( - 1 )-face, F-i, and the greatest n-face, F,, . 
(2) Every flag of 9 contains exactly n + 2 faces. 
(3) If f and g are two distinct flags and h = f n g, then there is a 
sequence of flags f = f i, f2, . . . . fm = g, all containing h, such that f, + I differs 
from f, in exactly one face ( 1 < i < m - 1). 
(4) For any two faces F and G with F<G and dim(F)+ 1= 
m = dim(G) - 1, there are exactly two m-faces H such that F< H < G 
(m = 0, 1, ..,, n - 1 ). 
The faces of rank 0, 1 and n - 1 are called vertices, edges, and facets, 
respectively. For any two faces F and G of B with F< G, the section 
G/F := (HJ F,< H< G} is itself an incidence-polytope. It is convenient not 
to distinguish between a face F and the section F/F-i . If F is a vertex then 
F”/F is called the vertex-figure of 9 at F. 
If 9* is an incidence-polytope obtained from 9 by leaving the set of 
faces unchanged and replacing ,< with 2, it is called the dual of 9. $?? is 
said to be self-dual if 9 and Y* are isomorphic. 
An incidence-polytope L+” is said to be regular if the group A(g) of its 
(order preserving) automorphisms is transitive on the flags of 9’. If ,Y is 
regular then its sections are regular and any two comparable sections are 
isomorphic. In particular, the facets of L? are regular and mutually 
isomorphic, and so are the vertex-figures. 
The automorphism groups of regular incidence-polytopes have been 
studied in detail in [19, 201. Here we recall some important results. 
A(.!?) is generated by involutions R,, . . . . RnP1, where Ri is the unique 
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automorphism which keeps all but the i-face F, of a certain flag 
f:= {F-,, F,, . . . . F,} of B fixed. These generators satisfy the relations 
Rf=l (O<i<n- 1) 
(R,R,+ ,)pC+’ = 1 (O<idn-2) (2.1) 
(R,R,)‘= 1 (O<i<j-l<n-2). 
In general, the relations (2.1) do not suffice for a presentation of A(9). 
Furthermore, A(P) has the intersection property 
(RiliEZ)n(RiliEJ)=(RiIiEZnJ) (2.2) 
for Z, JG (0, . . . . n- l}. 
Conversely, any group generated by n involutions R,, . . . . R,-, satisfying 
relations (2.1) and the property (2.2) is the group of a regular incidence- 
polytope of dimension n (see [ 191). We will say that such an incidence- 
polytope is of type { pl, . . . pn _ I }. When the relations (2.1) suffice for a 
presentation of the group of an incidence-polytope of 9, we will say that 
9 is the universal incidence-polytope of type { pl, . . . . pn- r }. The group 
A(P) is then the Coxeter group with Coxeter diagram 
. . . . .- 
PI PZ Pn-l 
The classical regular polytopes are regular incidence-polytopes. In fact, 
the n-dimensional polytope with the Schlafli symbol {p,, . . . . p,, ~ 1 ) is the 
universal incidence-polytope of type { p, , . . . . pn ~ , }. Each regular incidence- 
polytope of type {p,, . . . . pnP r) can be derived from the corresponding 
universal one by suitable identifications. 
The regular maps on surfaces are 3-dimensional incidence-polytopes. 
They are regular incidence-polytopes only if the maps are reflexible 
[8, p. 1021. 
Let 9, and 9$ be two regular incidence-polytopes of dimension n such 
that a facet of Pz is isomorphic to a vertex-figure of Pr. If there is a regular 
incidence-polytope 9 of dimension n + 1 with facets isomorphic to 9, and 
vertex-figures isomorphic to 9, we will call it an amalgamation of 9, and 
Pz. Whenever an amalgamation of 9, and Pz exists, there is also a universal 
amalgamation {Yr, 9*2) from which any other amalgamation can be 
obtained by suitable identifications. These universal amalgamations are 
what Griinbaum [12] called the naturally generated polystroma. 
The problem of amalgamation of regular incidence-polytopes is discussed 
in [22, 17, 181, where also some interesting results on the existence of 
amalgamations can be found. 
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3. AMALGAMATION OF REGULAR MAPS HAVING SPECIFIED PETRIE POLYGONS 
Regular toroidal maps (maps on surfaces of genus 1) were considered by 
Coxeter [4, pp. 25-271 and divided into three infinite families. These are 
maps of type {4,4 >, (6, 31, and (3, 6}, derived from regular tessellations 
of Euclidean plane by certain identifications. In general, any map {p, q} 
can be obtained from a regular tessellation of the sphere, the Euclidean or 
the hyperbolic plane, according as (p - 2)(q - 2) is less than, equal to, or 
greater than 4. If a regular map has a finite number of vertices, edges, and 
faces, denoted by N,,, N, , and N,, respectively, then it is a map on a 
surface of Euler characteristic x = N, - N, + N,. If the surface is orientable 
of genus g, then I= 2 - 2g. 
A fruitful source of regular maps is obtained from regular tessellations 
{p, q} by ‘d tif t 1 en ica ion of those pairs of vertices which are separated by r 
steps along a Petrie polygon. The resulting map is denoted by {p, q}r. For 
a regular n-dimensional incidence-polytope 9’ a Petrie polygon is defined 
[see 61 inductively as 
(i) if n = 2 the Petrie polygon of 9 is B itself; 
(ii) if H 3 3 a Petrie polygon is a path with vertices and edges in 9 
such that any n - 1 consecutive edges. but no n, belong to a Petrie polygon 
of a facet of 9. 
By regularity, all Petrie polygons of 9J are alike; i.e., for any two Petrie 
polygons of B there is an automorphism of 9 mapping one of them onto 
the other. The automorphism RoR, ... R,,- i has the effect of shifting a 
Petrie polygon one step along itself so that the order of this automorphism 
is equal to the length of a Petrie polygon provided ,4(g) has a faithful 
representation on its vertices. For the properties of Petrie polygons see 
[21, pp. 315-3171. 
If Petrie polygons of g are finite h-gons, then the Petrie polygons of the 
dual Y* are also h-gons. In particular, the dual of (p, q}r is {q, p}r and 
their groups are isomorphic. 
The group of a {p, q}r can be derived from the group of the correspond- 
ing tessellation {p, q). The three reflections R,, R,, and R, in the faces of 
an orthoscheme [6, p. 1373 generate the group of {p, q}. After identifying 
vertices of (p, q} that are separated by Y steps along Petrie polygons, we 
obtain (p, q) r, whose group is defined by the relations 
R;=R;=R;=(R,R,)J’=(R1R~)4=(RoRZ)Z=1, 
(R,R, R,)‘= 1 
(3.1) 
[S, pp. 111-1131. Since R,R, R2 reverses sense, (p, q}r is orientable or 
non-orientable according as r is even or odd. 
58?a s5 I-5 
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Since each edge of a regular map {p, q jr belongs to exactly two distinct 
Petrie polygons, the set of all vertices of {p, q>, together with the set of all 
of its edges and its Petrie polygons form a map of type {Y, q} whose Petrie 
polygons are faces of {p, q}r. Thus the new map is {r, q}p. Dualizing, 
T;btain a total of six regular maps: {p, qlr, {r, q}p, !q, rjp, {p, r>,, 
rr 4, and (q,p}, [S, p. 1123. The group of {r, q}p 1s generated by 
Rb = R,R,, R; = R,, R; = R2 and is isomorphic to (R,, R,, R2). Hence 
the groups of the six related maps are mutually isomorphic. Abstractly, the 
group is GP,Y.‘, with the symmetrical presentation 
AP=B“=Cr=(BC)Z=(CA)2=(AB)2=(ABC)2= 1. 
There are three infinite families of finite regular toroidal maps with 
specified Petrie polygons: f4, 4jzr, {6, 3 jzr, and its dual { 3, 612,. These 
and maps related to them as described above are listed in the table below 
(only one map in each pair of duals is listed). For the list of all known 
finite maps (p, qjr see [8, pp. 139-1401. 
Maps 
Number of 
Genus (when 
vertices edges faces Characteristic orientable) Order 
(4,412, 
{2r, 414 
(6 312, 
2r2 4r’ 2r’ 
2r’ 4r’ 4r 
2r’ 3r’ r2 
2r’ 3r’ 3r 
rz 3r’ 3r 
0 
(462r)r 
0 
(3 -r) r 
(3-2r)r 
1 
(r- 1)’ 
(r2!l) 
16r’ 
1 6r2 
122 
12r’ 
12r’ 
In accordance with Coxeter [7, p. 971 we denote by .(p, q, r), the 
universal amalgamation of 4-incidence-polytope {p, q}s with (q, r},. The 
group .[ p, q, r] f of .{ p, q, r }, is abstractly defined by the relations 
R;=(R,,R,)P=(R,RZ)Y=(R2R3)r=1 (i=O, 1, 2, 3) 
(R,R2)2 = (R,,Rj)2 = (R, R,)‘= 1 (3.2) 
(RoR,R2)S=(R1R2R3)f= 1. 
When s and t are even in this group Q=R3R2, R=RxR,=R,R,, and 
S = R, R, generate a subgroup of index 2 with the presentation 
R2 = Sp = Qr = (QR)2 = (SR)2 = (SRQ)Y 
= (Q-‘SQS)s’2= (S-‘QSQ)‘/2= 1. 
(3.3) 
This is a rotation subgroup of the group .[p, q, r]!, denoted commonly by 
Jp, 4, rl:. That the relations (3.3) suffice to define the group we can 
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see by adjoining R, to it such that Ri= 1, R,RR,= R, R,QRo= Q, 
R,SR, = S’ and defining R, = RR,, R, = SR,, R, = R,Q = RR,Q. 
When, furthermore, q is even, 
Q= R,R2 and S=R,R, (3.4) 
generate a subgroup of .[p, q, Y]/ of index 4 with presentation 
S”=Qr=(S-‘Q- ‘SQ)“‘2=(Q-‘SQS)s”~(S-~‘QSQ)‘~2=1. (3.5) 
This group is usually denoted by Jp+, q, rt I,. That the relations (3.5) 
suffice we can see by adjoining R to s[~+, q, r + ] I such that R’ = 1, 
RQR = Q ~ ‘, RSR = S -I, thus obtaining (3.3). 
Note that if a finite map (p, q 3 is amalgamated with {q, r], then the 
resulting incidence-polytope we will denote by ,(p, q, r)!, where s is the 
length of a Petrie polygon of a facet. However, the relations (R,R, R2)‘= 1 
in (3.2), (Q-‘SQS)“‘= 1 in (3.3) and (3.5) may be omitted as they are 
superfluous. It would be perhaps natural to denote this incidence-polytope 
by (p, q, rfi but this notation has been used for universal incidence- 
polytopes of type {p, q, r} whose vertices are identified when separated by 
t steps along Petrie polygons of the incidence-polytope itself. 
4. THE INFINITE FAMILIES 4(2& 4, 3}6 AND 4{4, 2% 3j6 
In the infinite hyperbolic honeycomb {4,4, 3) the facets are tessellated 
horospheres [9, p. 4261. It was observed by Griinbaum [12] that when 
vertices of each facet are identified every four steps along each Petrie 
polygon the resulting incidence-polytope is finite. We will show that for 
each n b 2 the universal amalgamation of {2n, 4j4 with (4, 3 > results in a 
finite incidence-polytope 4 (2n, 4, 3 ) 6. 
In the previous section we showed that 4{2n+, 4, 3 + I6 is a subgroup of 
index 4 in ,[2n, 4, 316. The subgroup is generated by S and Q (3.4) and 
is defined by the following relations: 
In the group (S,Q), S,=S, $=Q-‘SQ and S,=Q-‘SQ*=QSQ-’ 
generate a subgroup of index 3 with the following presentation: 
sz”=(s,+‘s,)*=(s;,‘,si)*= 1, i= 1, 2, 3. (4.1) 
We wili now show that (4.1) defines a finite group of order 8n3. This will 
then imply that 4[2n, 4, 316 is finite of order 12(2n)3 = 96n3. 
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Consider the semidirect product H of the cyclic group C, z (Z) Z” = 1) 
and the direct product of two dihedral groups 
D,xD,z(X, Y, u, V(X2= Y2=(XY)n= U2=V’=(UV)“= 1, 
x-u= KY, xv= vx, YU= UY, YV= VY): 
Hs(Z,X, Y, u, VIX2= Y2=u2=v’=z”=(xY)“=(uv)“=1, 
xu= ux, xv= vx, YU= UY, YV= VY, 
xzx= YZY= uzu= vzv=z-‘). 
The group H~((D,xD,)~C,z(C2xC2)~(C,xC,xC,)~((U)x(X)). 
((Z) x (XY) x ( UV)) is of order 4n3. To H we adjoin an element Si such 
that ST=Z and S;‘ZS,=Z, S;‘XS,= YZ, S;‘YSi=XZ, S;‘US,= 
VZ, S;’ VS= UZ, to obtain the group (S,, Z, X, Y, U, V) of order 8n3. 
In this group we define S’=XS,=SiYZ=SiZ-‘Y=S;‘Y and S3= 
US, =S1 VZ=SIZ-‘V=S;’ V. Then X=S2S;‘, Y=S,S,, U=S3S;l, 
V= Si S3 and Z = Sf . Since, as can easily be checked, all the defining 
relations are reduced to (4.1) it follows that (S,, Z, X, Y, U, V) E 
(S,, s2, s3>. 
To verify the intersection property for the amalgamation of fl E {2n, 4}4 
and P2E (4,3} we need to check that neither of the subgroups, 
(R,, RI, R2) or (R,, R,, R3), of ,[2n, 4, 316, defined by (3.2), collapses 
to a quotient of A(P,) or A(P2), respectively [see 221. To do this we will 
show that (R,, R,, R,) and (R,, R2, R3) really have the order they 
ought to have, namely 16n2 and 48, respectively. 
Since ( S, Q ) is a subgroup of index 4 in 4 [ 2n, 4, 31 6, of order 96n3, and 
(S, Q-‘SQ) of index 4 in (R,, R,, R2), we need to show that 
(S,QPISQ) is of index 6n in (S,Q). But (S,=S,Sz=Q-‘SQ, 
S, = QSQ- ’ ) is of index 3 in (S, Q) and hence, to establish the order 
of 16n2 for (R,, R,, R,), we only need to show that (S,, S,)g 
(S, Q-‘SQ) is of index 2n in (S,, S2, S,) given by (4.1). This is now easy 
to verify by, for example, the Todd-Coxeter coset enumeration. 
By symmetry, it follows that we now need to show that (Q, S - ‘QS) is 
of index 2n3 (or order 12) in (S, Q). But this is clear, since (Q, S-‘QS) 
must be the tetrahedral group of order 12 or its factor group. 
To establish the intersection property we need only to show that 02 := 
(R,, R,, R,)n (R,, R,, R,)G (R,, R,). To do this let %? := (R,, R,) 
and let %?,=Gf?.R3, %?z=~l.R2r GT?~=GT?~.R,, %‘d=%T33R2, and GfT5=G$.R3. 
We can verify that {%‘, %‘, , . . . . es,) is a complete set of distinct right cosets 
of %’ in (R,, R2, R,). The number of elements in UT=, Vj is 8.5=40. 
Furthermore we can show that gin (R,, R,, R,) = 0, i= 1, . . . . 5, 
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implying that the only group elements in O?L are those contained in 
q= CR,, &>. 
Now we will show that for each n 3 2 the universal amalgamation of 
{4,2n}, with {2n, 3j6 is a finite incidence-polytope 4{4, 2n, 3 j6. 
In 4[4r 2n, 316, the subgroup 4[4+, 2n, 3’16 of index 4 is presented by 
as derived from (3.5). Since Q is of order three, as above in the group 
(S, Q) the three elements S, = S, S2 = Q- ‘SQ, S3 = QM2SQ2 = QSQ-’ 
generate a subgroup of index 3 with the presentation 
S~=(S~-,‘,Si)“=(Sj+,Si)2=S,1S2S,1S,S;’S3=1,i=1,2,3. (4.2) 
The group (S, , Sz, S,) is isomorphic with the group of order 4n4 (semi- 
direct product of C, with the direct product of four cyclic groups of order 
n) described by Coxeter in [3, p. 247, relations (3)]. Since (S,, S2, S,) is 
of index 12 in 4[4, 2n, 316 it follows that the order of 4[4, 2n, 316 is 
12. 4n4 = 3 . (2n)4 = 48n4. 
To verify the correct orders for the groups of a facet and a vertex figure 
for this group we consider in (S,, S,, S,), given by (4.2), the smallest 
normal subgroup H containing S ; I S,. The factor group (S, , Sz, S3 )/H 
is isomorphic to (4, 4/n, 21, abstractly defined by 
A4=B4= (B-‘A)“= (B/4)2= 1, 
of order 4n2 [2). Hence H is of order n2. We can easily verify that H is a 
subgroup of (S,, S,) z (S, Q ~ ‘SQ), and furthermore that H, S, H, Sf H, 
SfH are the four distinct cosets of H in (S,, S2). Hence (S,, S,) is of 
order 4n2, giving us 16n2 as the order of (R,, R,, R2). 
To verify that (R, , R,, R3) is of order 12nZ we consider the subgroup 
of 4C4r 2n, 316 generated by Qi = Q, Q2= S’QS, Q3 =S2QS2, Q4= 
SQS -’ of order 3n4 given by 
Q:=(Q,~‘,Q,)n=(Qj+,Qi)3=Q4Q;‘Q2Q;’ 
=Q,‘Q,Q,‘Q, = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
In this group we let K be the smallest normal subgroup containing Q; * Q,. 
Now, (Qi , Q2, Q3, Q4 )/K is isomorphic to (3, 3 j n, 3), abstractly defined 
by 
of order 3n2 [2]. Then K is of order n2. As before we verify that K is a 
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subgroup of (Q,, Q,)r (Q, S’QS), and K, Q,K, QfK are the three 
distinct cosets of K in (Q, , Qz), implying that (Q, , Q2) is of order 3n2 
and (R,, R,, R3) of order 12n4. 
To establish the intersection property for this group, as well as for the 
groups of the incidence-polytopes in Section 5, we can use much the same 
argument as in the case of 4 {2n, 4, 3 }6 but in these cases the calculations 
are more complicated. 
5. Two SELF-DUAL FAMILIES 4{4, 2n,4}, AND 6{3r 2% 3$6 
In this section we will consider two infinite families of 4-dimensional 
incidence-polytopes: 4{ 4, 2n, 4 I4 and 6 (3,2n, 3 j6. We will show that in 
either family each incidence-polytope is finite. 
We start with the direct product of four cyclic groups of order n: 
C,xC,xC,xC,~((x,)x(X,)x(X,)x(X,). Adjoining S of period 
four to this group, such that S’X,S=X2, S’X,S=X;‘, S’XgS= 
XT’ and S’X,S=X,, we obtain the group (S, Xi) of order 4n4. 
To this group we adjoin Q of period four, such that QP ‘SQ = X,S, 
Q-IX’, Q = XT’, Q-‘X,Q = X4, Q-‘X,Q = X,, and Q-‘X,Q = X;‘, to 
obtain the group (S, Q, Xi) of order 16n4. But in this group 
X,=Q-‘SQS-‘, X4=Q-‘X2Q=QX,‘Q-‘, X,=SX,S-‘=S-‘X&S, 
X3=SX;1S--‘=S~1X4S=QX,Q-‘=Q-‘X;‘Q, so that the group of 
order 16n4 is generated by S and Q, and the defining relations become 
This implies that 4[4, 2n, 414 is of order 4. 16n4 = 4. (2n)” = 64n4. 
Because of the self-duality of 4[4, 2n, 414, we only need to show that 
(R,, R,, R2) is of order 16n2, implying the correct order for (R,, R,, Rx) 
as well. In 4[4, 2n, 414, S, =S, Sz=Qp’SQ, S3=Q2SQ2, S,=QSQ-’ 
generate a subgroup of order 4n4 given by 
s4=(s,‘,s,)“=(si+,si)* =s,s;‘s,s, 
= s,‘s,s;‘s, = 1, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. 
Eliminating S4, we see that this group is isomorphic to the group 
(Sr , Sz, S,) given by (4.2). In the previous section we have seen that 
(S,, S,) is of order 4n2, implying as expected the order 16n* for 
CR,, RI 3 R2). 
Now we consider the group of the self-dual incidence-polytope 
6(3, 2n, 3}6. The subgroup 6[3+, 2n, 3 + I6 of index 4, of the group 
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generated by abstract rotations Q and S, as defined by (3.4), has the 
presentation 
In this group S, = S, Sz = Q ~ ‘SQ and S, = QSQ ~ ’ generate an invariant 
subgroup of index 3 with the presentation 
s~=(sis,~‘,)“=(s;s,+,)3=s’s;‘s3s~’s2sj’=1, i= 1, 2, 3. 
Let M, = SiS,:+‘, and N, = S,:,Si+,. Then M,M2M3 = N,N,N3 = 1. 
Since S,‘M,S,=Ni’, S;‘N,S3=N3M,N2, S;‘N2S3=N;-‘Mz and 
S; ’ N, S, = M, N 3 ’ the group ( Mi, Ni) is an invariant subgroup of index 
3 in (S,), and hence of index 36 in 6[3, 2n, 316. 
Relations (S,S,-,‘,)n = 1 imply My = NT = 1, and (S,S,+ ,)3 = 1 imply 
MiN,=NiM,. The relation S,S;‘S3S;1SzS;‘=1 implies M,M,= 
M,M, and N, N, = NzN,, so that (Mi)=(M,,MZ)=C,xC,= 
(NI> N2) = (Ni). 
Since S2 = MZS3, we have S; = MZS,*M2S$S;‘M2S3 = 
M,(N; ’ M2) ~ ’ N; ’ = 1, implying no new relation. But S, = M, S, = 
M,MzS3, and S~=M,M,Sy’M,S~Sy2M2S~S;1M,S3S;,M2S3= 1, 
and hence 
M,M,N;‘M,~‘N;‘M,‘N,N;‘N,‘=l 
is a generating relation for (M,, N;). Since NY’ = N, N, and Ni commutes 
with Mj and N,, this relation can be further simplified to 
M,M2N,N,‘M,‘M;‘N2N;‘=1 
But M, M, = M; ’ and N, N, = N; ’ also commute, so do M, and M,, and 
we have 
and hence 
N2M, NF~M;‘N~ = 1, or N;M, =M,N;. 
It follows that the group (Mi, Ni) is defined by 
M~=N~==M,M2M3=M3M2M,=N,N~N3=N3N2N,=1, 
M,N,M,~‘N;‘=N~M,N~“M~‘=l, i= 1, 2, 3. 
(5.1) 
If n is odd, the relations (5.1) clearly imply M,N, = N,M,, i, j = 1, 2, 3, 
and (Mi, Ni) N C, x C, x C, x C,. Therefore, when n is odd 6[3r 2n, 316 is 
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a finite group of order 36n4. If n is even, the group (M, , Mz, NT, N 2) N 
C, x C, x C,,,2 x C,,, is of order n4/4. The index of this group in (Mi, N;) 
as defined by (5.1) is, found by, for example, coset enumeration, to be, 8. 
Therefore, when n is even the group (M,, N, ) is of order 2n4, and 
6[3, 2n, 316 is a finite group of order 72~~. 
As before, because of the self-duality of 6[3, 2n, 316, we need only show 
that (S,, SZ) is of order 3n2 which gives us the order of 12n2 for 
(Ro,R,,Rz) and (R,,R,,R,). But this is obvious since (S;‘S2,S,S;‘) 
r(N,,M,)%C,,xC,, is ofindex 3 in (S,,S,). 
6. FAMILIES DERIVED FROM TWISTING OPERATIONS ON GROUPS 
Following the construction of regular maps, in McMullen and Schulte 
[ 161, from self-dual 4-dimensional incidence-polytopes ,{p, q, P}~ we 
obtain regular maps of type 14, 2qjp). We recall the construction briefly. 
Let A(,(p, q,p}r) be generated by pO, pi, p2 and pJ. We adjoin to this 
group an involutory operator R, , interchanging p,, with p3 and p, with p2, 
anddelineR,=p,and R,=p,.Thenp,=R,R,R, andp,=R,R,R,.The 
extended group is now generated by R,, R,, and R, and defined by 
R;=R~=Rf=(R,R,)4=(R,R,)‘Y=(R,R2)2=1, 
(RoR,R2R,)P=(R,(R,R,)‘)‘= 1. 
Whenever I is even the derived map is a map on an orientable surface. 
Extending Coxeter’s notation for maps we may denote these maps 
by (492qld.r 
From the two families of incidence-polytopes in Section 5 we derive two 
infinite families of finite maps. Similarly, we can see that the infinite family 
of finite twisted honeycombs (4, 3, 4}3n yields maps (4, 614},,. We should 
remark here that {4, 3, 4)3n is a family of incidence-polytopes. One has to 
check the intersection property, which in this case is not too difficult: 
Maps 
Number of 
Order of 
vertices edges faces Genus the group 
{4,4nl4)., 16n’ 32n4 16n4 1 +8n3(n- 1) 128n4 
1: ‘$.6 18n’ 36n4 18n4 1+9n’(n- 1) 144n4 
6n 32n’ 96~1’ 48n3 1 + 8n’ 384n’ 
The above mentioned construction is generalized by McMullen and 
Schulte in [17, 181 to Coxeter groups and to unitary reflection groups 
which admit an outer automorphism of period two permuting their gener- 
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atom. In particular they consider the unitary reflection groups, [ 1 1 PI3 in 
Coxeter’s notation [S, p, 2491 or [l 1; I]” in the notation of Shephard 
[23, p. 3791, with the diagram 
and the presentation 
pf= 1 for i=O, . . . . /+ 1, 
(PiPi+J3 = (Pi- 1P/+A3 = (PIPI+lr= 1 for i=O, . . . . I- 1, 
(P,Pi+ A2 = 1 for i=O, . . . . 1-2 and j = 2, . . . . I+ 1 - i, 
(PIP,+ I PC- I P/i 1)’ = 1. 
Augmenting an involuntary operator R,, , that interchanges p, with p,+ i 
and fixes po, . . . . p,- , , and defining Ri = pi for i < 1 we obtain the group of 
incidence polytope of type {3’, 2n) with the additional relation 
(R,- , R,R,, 1)6 = 1. The order of the group is twice the order of the unitary 
group, hence 2. (I+ 2). n t ‘+ ’ So the construction yields the infinite families , 
of finite (I + 1 )-dimensional incidence-polytopes { { 3 }‘, { 3, 2n}6}. In 
particular, when I= 2, 4(3, 3, 2n), is finite with the group order 
2 .4! n3 = 48n3. 
7. SOME CONJECTURES AND REMARKS 
We believe that for all n the incidence-polytope ,{2n, 4, 2n}4 is finite 
with the group of order 32n 5. This has been verified for n 6 19 by a 
computer using an implementation of the Todd-Coxeter algorithm for 
coset enumeration [8, pp. 143-1481. We also believe that 6{5, 4, 2n}, is 
finite for all n, but we were able to verify this only for n < 5. 
I thank the referee for pointing out that for all n > 2 the incidence- 
polytope 6{4, 3,2n), is infinite. This can be proved by using a more 
general theorem on universal polytopes (9, { 3, 4) }, where LP is a regular 
map of type {p, 3) [ 17, Theorem 4 and its corollaries]. 
It would also be interesting to show that for n > 2 the incidence-polytope 
6(2n, 3,2n), is infinite. For n = 2 this is clear as 6(4, 3, 416 = (4, 3,4) is 
the regular honeycomb in E3 (space filling by cubes). 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE I 
FAMILIES OF FINITE ~-DIMENSIONAL INCIDENCE-P• LYTOPES 
Incidence- 
polytopes vertices 
Number of: 
edges faces 
Order 
of the 
facets group Comments 
,{2n, 4.31, 
4{4,2n, 3}6 
4{4.2% 414 
6{3,2& 316 
,(2n, 3,3 14 
14,3> 41% 
,{2n. 4,2nj, 
,{2n. 4,5}, 
2n3 8n3 12n’ 6n 
4n’ 4n4 3n4 3n’ 
4n= 4n” 4n4 4n’ 
3n2 3n? 3n4 32 
6n’ 6n4 6n4 6n’ 
2n’ 4n’ 6n’ 4n 
4n3 12n3 12n’ 4n’ 
2n’ 4n4 4n4 2n3 
2nb 24n6 60n’ 30n’ 
96n’ 
48n4 
64n4 
36n4 if n is odd 
12n4 if n is even 
48n3 
192n3 
32~1’ Verified only 
forn< 19 
480n6 Verified only 
forriG 
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